Glassware
Summit Research has always maintained Only The Best standards in
scientific labware. Maintaining the
highest quality glass is something
Summit takes to a new level. Our glass
is made out of 100% American made
custom genuine certified Schott glass,
and it is accompanied with an ASTM
Petrol Certified limited manufacturers
guarantee to give you the highest
quality scientific glassware ever made.
Our company prides itself on ethical
business proceedings and good manufacturing practices. We will not settle
for less. Safety, Quality, and Efficiency
are our goals. Summit Research can
customize glass just for you and is
constantly ahead of the curve when it
comes to innovation in methodical
glassware, lab equipment, and most
importantly short path scientific glass.
Contact us info@summit-research.tech
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Established in the beautiful Santa Cruz Mountains, Summit Research prides itself in local and
international sales. Our specialties include
technical support, sales, consultations, lab
set-up (specifically short path distillation
equipment), chemicals, pumps, filtration/media,
chillers, and technological process innovations.
We offer a range of assistance to our customers
through media presentations, social outings,
conventions, classes and consultations including on-site technical support. As a growing
family business, we strive not only to have the
best quality equipment, but also exceptional
customer service. We understand the importance of your hard work, research, and the
importance of getting you what you need for
your hard earned dollars. Therefore, we are
constantly listening to our partners and working
with manufactures to deliver the highest quality
products that bring not only value, but also
process break-through
and optimization.

Summit Research
103 Whispering Pines Dr. Suite A
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
info@summit-research.tech
831.226.2948

www.summit-research.tech
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